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1: First time visitor - Vienna Forum - TripAdvisor
The official online travel guide for the city of Vienna, with information about sights, events and hotel bookings, and the
Vienna Card.

The Vienna Woods Share: Fabled in song and a favorite getaway for the Viennese, the Vienna Woods also
hold a number of interesting attractions for tourists, including a beautiful monastery, historic sites, and natural
wonders. The Baroque Kahlenberg Church St. The Cistercian Abbey of Heiligenkreuz, constructed in , is the
oldest continuously occupied Cistercian monastery in the world and one of the most beautiful medieval
monasteries. Its highlights include the vaulted Romanesque nave ; the 13th-century ribbed vaulting; and the
13th-century choir, considered a masterpiece of Austrian Gothic. Also in the Vienna Woods is Mayerling, the
former imperial hunting lodge where in the only son of Emperor Franz Joseph and the Empress Elizabeth,
Crown Prince Rudolph, was found dead with his mistress Baroness Vetsera, an event that rocked the imperial
court. The largest underground lake in Europe, the Seegrotte was formed when a former gypsum mine was
flooded, and you can take a boat ride through its subterranean caverns and passages. A good way to combine
many of these sights is on the Vienna Woods and Mayerling Half Day Trip , which includes guided visits to
the Abbey of Heiligenkreuz and Mayerling, a boat ride on the Seegrotte and a scenic ride through the Vienna
Woods, past the fairy-tale Liechtenstein Castle. Fields, meadows, vines, and woodland are the distinctive
features of the pretty March-Donauland region to the east of Vienna. It was here that many famous battles
were fought, including one against the Romans and, centuries later, against the Hungarians, the Turks, and the
French under Napoleon. The region was perhaps most important to the Roman Empire, as witnessed in the
spectacular ruins of the fortified town they built here, once home to a population of more than 50, The park
offers fun events and programs for the whole family. Once the hunting reserve of Emperor Joseph II, it was
fenced off with a kilometer-long stonewall in on the orders of Empress Maria Theresa. Another tourist
attraction on the edge of the Vienna Woods is Baden bei Wien, a spa town famous for its curative waters the
Romans called the town Aquae. Just 17 kilometers northeast of Vienna, the pretty little village of Grinzing
was first mentioned in Destroyed numerous times by war, the current structures in the village date
predominantly from the 19th century, and its wooded setting, quaint gardens, and winding streets, make it a
fun place to explore. Grinzing is also unique in that local laws allow individuals to purchase tiny plots of land
where vines may be grown. The area is also popular among hikers, especially for the trails around the nearby
Kahlenberg and Leopoldsberg hills. Be sure to roam around St. It was here, at 6 Probusgasse, that he wrote his
Heiligenstadt Testament, a letter to his brothers in which he bemoans his increasing deafness and which he
never sent. Famous as the birthplace of composer Joseph Haydn in , a trip to Rohrau - just 46 kilometers east
of Vienna - is a pleasant way to spend a day. A museum dedicated to the great composer is now housed in the
small thatched farmhouse where he was born and boasts numerous fascinating exhibits and artifacts relating to
his life. Also open is the actual room in which he was born, refurbished as it would have been at the time.
Another highlight of a visit to Rohrau is the castle that once belonged to Count von Harrach. Schloss Rohrau
1, Rohrau.
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2: Vienna Best of Vienna, Austria Tourism - TripAdvisor
Visiting Vienna is an independent tourist and visitor information guide written by a local resident.

In this post we will discuss the best options to travel by bus, train or plane from Munich to the Austrian capital
Are you traveling from Germany to Austria? Check the best options to get from Munich to Vienna and vice
versa, including bus and train ticket prices on this route. Vienna Munich to Vienna: While the first is one of
the wealthiest cities in Germany, the second is the capital of Austria and a great place for architecture and
history enthusiasts. The distance between Munich and Vienna is of approximately km by land depending on
the route you take. The good news is, since both Germany and Austria have a highly developed transport
infrastructure, there are plenty of options to travel between Munich and Vienna. Both countries are also inside
the Schengen area , and in normal circumstances, there should be no stops in the border between both
countries. It is currently possible to travel between Munich and Vienna by train, bus, car and plane. Munich to
Vienna by Train One of the best options to get from Munich to Vienna is traveling by train. The train is at the
same time cheaper than the plane in most cases , and more comfortable than the bus. There are many trains
running between these two cities daily, so it is also pretty convenient. In some arrangements you might do a
connection in Salzburg and continue with a train operated by WestBahn. In some cases the trains might be
partially operated by DB German Railways. The travel duration is of 4 hours for direct trains, and slightly
above that for trains with one connection. Trainline â€” one of the best websites to buy train tickets in Europe.
Most of the scheduled buses in this route are from the German company Flixbus. The travel duration if you
take a direct bus from Munich to Vienna is of 5 hours and 30 minutes. How to Buy Bus Tickets from Munich
to Vienna There are two websites you can consider to compare and buy bus tickets for this route: Flixbus â€”
one of the biggest bus companies in Europe. However, one should bear in mind all the pros and cons of flying
before buying your ticket. The flight time from Munich to Vienna is of just one hour. The companies
operating on this route are currently Lufthansa and Austrian Airways. Since neither of these companies are
low cost airlines, you should expect a flight ticket in this route to cost slightly more than a train ticket, and
considerably more than the bus. Another aspect of choosing the plane is traveling from Munich to Munich
Airport and then in Vienna from the airport to the city center. The Munich Airport is quite far from the city
center 37 km and regardless of how you will get to the airport, this trip is itself rather long. In Vienna,
however, getting to the city center is considerably faster, and you can do it in just 16 minutes with the City
Airport Train. Alternatively, you can also book directly at Lufthansa or Austrian Airlines. Munich to Vienna
by Car Another option, which is extremely comfortable and flexible, is to travel from Munich to Vienna by
car. You can either do this with your own vehicle or a rental car. There are no problems crossing borders with
a car from Germany to Austria, as both countries are part of the Schengen area. You can compare and rent a
car on RentalCars. Hotel Schlicker â€” a great hotel in a very central location in Munich. Other Resources for
Traveling in Germany and Austria If you are traveling to Germany or Austria you might want to check our
other guides to the region. Check our guide on where to stay in Vienna , and our article on Vienna to Prague
by train. You can also check our guide on the cost of living in Munich , and the best places to stay in
Frankfurt. Have you visited Munich or Vienna recently, or are you going to take this trip anytime soon? Leave
your thoughts and questions in the comment box below. You might also like.
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3: How to get to the airport from Vienna
Vienna was the first and last destination of my trip as I had my return flight from there:). I spent two days in Vienna which
are not sufficient at all to see this city. Unfortunately that was the maximum I could take off as Prague was my target on
this trip which got maximum attention.

Vienna Erdberg to City Centre This page provides detailed directions from Vienna Erdberg bus station to the
city centre. The bus station is km from the inner city and the best way to get there is by metro, which takes
about minutes, depending on where you go. Generally, the journey always starts by walking from the bus
terminal to the metro station that is across the street though not always obviously visible. Getting to Erdberg
Metro Station Erdberg bus station is situated literally under a motorway. As you exit the bus, you will find
youself under a massive motorway bridge. The metro station is right across the street. The best way to get to
the other side is to use a pedestrian bridge that links the metro station with the big parking house Park and
Ride Erdberg which is adjacent to the bus terminal. It is well signed, and most other people from your bus will
be heading to the metro station too. Choosing the Right Train The metro is called U-Bahn in Vienna and
individual lines are labeled with the letter U in front of the line number. The city centre is to the north-west
from Erdberg station. Make sure to take a train in direction to Ottakring. From Erdberg to Popular Places
Places Directly on U3 Some of the most popular places in the city centre can be reached directly by the metro
line U3 without any transfers: Hofburg Imperial Palace â€” get off at Herrengasse station, 7 stops from
Erdberg. Parliament, the twin museums â€” exit at Volkstheater, 8 stops from Erdberg. Short Walk from U3 or
Optional Transfer Other landmarks, while having their own metro stations on different lines, are close enough
to walk from line U3 5 minutes or less , unless you have heavy luggage: Rathaus city hall , Museumsquartier
Museums Quarter â€” walk from Volktheater station, or take one stop on line U2. Transfer Needed Some
places will require you to change from U3 to a different metro or S-Bahn urban train line. These are not really
in the city centre, but are also very popular tourist destinations: It is 6 stops on U3 and 6 stops on U1, with
travel time about half an hour. Which Places Are Best to Stay? There is of course not a single best area, but
some places are admittedly better than others in terms of location, atmosphere, range of accommodation
options, or prices. See detailed guide â€” where to stay in Vienna.
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4: Visitor world and adventure world at the airport Vienna - www.enganchecubano.com
* Prices are based on day travel. These are the best fares found by travelers who searched TripAdvisor and a select
group of our fare search partners in the past 72 hours. These are the best fares found by travelers who searched
TripAdvisor and a select group of our fare search partners in the past 72 hours.

Summer in Vienna is usually warm. Weather in June is moderate and sunny with a light summer windy
breeze. Autumn starts around September, although an "Indian Summer" with warm and sunny days often
occurs that month and it gets colder as it approaches November. A main disadvantage of the Viennese climate
is that it is rather windy and usually overcast during these months. There is the occasional cold-snap where it
will stay below freezing for a week or two at a time. VIE [] is located just outside the city limits of Vienna,
and a few miles southeast of the suburb of Schwechat. The airport is the home base of the flag-carrier Austrian
Airlines [] , as well formerly budget airline Niki []. Most European airlines and a significant number of
intercontinental airlines have direct connections to Vienna from their respective hubs. Airport transfer[ edit ]
Just past customs, there are numerous companies offering airport transportation. Here you can look for two
very small monitors displaying all the next trains and the buses departing, to the right and left respectively at
the back of the space where people receive travellers. S-Bahn commuter rail , underneath terminal , [1].
S-Bahn suburban trains run on the S7 line to Vienna. Take a train bound for Floridsdorf, which departs twice
an hour, and get off at Wien-Mitte station on the eastern edge of the city centre 25 min. The station is one
level below arrivals: Tickets have to be purchased and stamped before boarding. Since december , direct trains
are running between Vienna International Airport and Vienna Hauptbahnhof Main Station every half an hour.
The trip costs the same as the S-Bahn 2 x 2. At Main Station, there is connection to the underground line U1
and to several tram and bus lines. Direct buses drive frequently between Vienna International Airport and
assorted points in Vienna. Tickets can be purchased with cash from the operator. Buses every 30 minutes, the
trip takes 20 minutes. At Schwedenplatz there is a connection to the underground lines U1 and U4 as well as
buses and trams. Saint Stephans Cathedral the very centre of Vienna is a five-minute walk away. Runs hourly
and takes min. The return departs Wien-Mitte at: Alternatively, consider luggage lockers and the regular train.
City check-in may be denied from 90 minutes before departure. Go back inside the airport and there are
several offices at arrivals where you can arrange a cheaper car straight away. Your best bet for receiving tax
refund is to find a refund office in the city. Otherwise, indicate that you need to receive tax refund at check-in.
You then take any checked luggage containing tax-free purchases to a customs office right in the check-in area
to get a stamp and drop off the checked luggage; then visit a nearby refund office. You will be asked if any
applicable purchases are in your hand luggage. This is due to an otherwise tedious process; you have to visit
yet another office by the gates. Especially at the C Gates--there you will have to ring for an officer, wait to be
picked up by bus and taken to the a refund office and back to your departure, allow 1 hour for the whole
procedure. Alternatively, you can visit a refund office on arrival in your home country--provided that you
visited customs and had your receipts stamped in Vienna. Additional commission or unfavourable exchange
rate can apply if refunding in other country. BTS [] which is located ca. The budget airline Ryanair [] has the
most flights. Blaguss Bus , [12]. Most regular bus service, but check schedule. Leaves from the airport
terminal building and arrives at Erdberg U3 in just over an hour. Takes about 1 hour. Should an evening flight
arrive late, after There is no longer a late train service as of Get a cab from there or bus 96 runs between the
airport and Prokofievova, a few blocks from that station, you may need a map or to ask for directions. The
station exit that you are looking for is an underpass next to a big road, not the main exit. It is possible to catch
8AM flights this way. Linz 2 hours by train , Graz 2. Budapest and Munich Airports are at least 3 and 5 hour
journeys respectively but can mean substantial savings and direct flights on intercontinental trips. It is cheaper
and quicker to transfer via bus or train from Budapest city which can be reached easily from Ferihegy Airport.
By train[ edit ] The station names of all stops in Vienna start with its German name "Wien". This is
internationally recognized and helpful for buying tickets. Read more about train travel within Austria and
reaching Austria by train. It can be puzzling to understanding where trains depart and arrive, i. It has come to
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light that with more trains leaving from stations like Wien Praterstern, trains depart outside of ticket office
hours. If this is the case you can buy the ticket on-board from the conductor, they are only able to sell regular
as well as certain discounted tickets cash only , so it is best to buy ahead if possible. In general, locals are very
knowledgable about moving around the city and will be happy to tell you which bus or tram to take to your
destination. From abroad[ edit ] There are very frequent trains for all neighboring regions and countries. Night
trains and quicker Euro-City trains arrive from virtually every city in Central Europe. There are frequent at
least hourly regional trains to Czech, Slovak and Hungarian border regions. When buying tickets always
consider two domestic tickets instead of one international one, as it is often cheaper. Tickets used to only be
sold this way and can normally still be purchased to the border and then from the next conductor from there to
your destination, sometimes you can even buy both tickets before departure.
5: Vienna - Wikitravel
Your Travel Plan Starts at Vienna, Austria. It Ends at Budapest, Hungary. In your your travel plan, your visit the
following-1) Prague, Czechia 2) Budapest, Hungary. Want to know the your planned distances for yor journey on a
google map?

6: 10 BEST Places to Visit in Vienna - (with Photos) - TripAdvisor
Visitor terrace at Vienna Airport The VISITAIR panoramic terrace offers a fascinating panoramic view - with a length of
meters and an area of approx. 1, mÂ². 21 meters above the ground, take-offs and landings can be seen from above.

7: Travel from vienna austria to Paris
The fastest way to travel from Munich to Vienna or Vienna to Munich is flying. However, one should bear in mind all the
pros and cons of flying before buying your ticket. The flight time from Munich to Vienna is of just one hour.

8: From the airport to the city center - VIENNA â€“ Now. Forever
About Vienna - Get to know Vienna with this great city and culture guide: Sightseeing, History, Cuisine, Accommodation,
Study and Work, Best Addresses, Travel Tips on more than pages.

9: Travel from Vienna to Budapest via Prague, Budapest
Visit your shopping cart to see the items you saved last time â€” and check out when you're ready.
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